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Your journey is about to begin!
We are so excited that you are exploring
the world of study abroad at Hope College!
Consider your options to study, intern,
volunteer, travel, engage with and explore
the world with over 200 programs in over
60 countries! Spend a semester or year offcampus and earn credits towards your general
education requirements and/or academic
major. It’s never too early to begin planning,
so stop by the Study Abroad Library (Martha
Miller Center 109) to explore your options
and pick up an application. In the meantime,
enjoy reading the 2014 SCAPE and dream
about where you might go next year and how
this will be a part of your Hope experience!
See you soon!

Amy Otis-De Grau
Director of International
Education

F R I E D I N T E R N AT I O N A L
CENTER

616.395.7605
hope.edu/beyondhope
studyabroad@hope.edu
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Dan Schriemer ‘14
Santiago, Dominican Republic - CIEE
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Kelsey Herbert ‘14
Chile - SIT
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Laura VanOss ‘15
Chile - SIT
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Kimberly Collins ‘14
Chile - SIT
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Jordan Mejaly ‘14
Goldsmith University, London - CIEE
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Shubham Sapkota ‘15
European Union, Germany - IES
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Mary Kelso ‘14
Siena, Italy - IES
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Osiris Morel ‘15
Jordan - CIEE
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Alexandria Vandervest ‘15
Tanzania - SIT
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Emma Zagar ‘14
Cape Town, South Africa - CIEE
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Mia Townsend ‘14
Cape Town, South Africa - CIEE
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Samantha Poon ‘14
Cape Town, South Africa - CIEE
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Joy Hartman ‘15
New Zealand - Creation Care Studies
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Kelsey Baker ‘14
University of Otago, New ZeaLand - GlobaLinks

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Daniel Schriemer
Blog post from 1/14/2013
Since my last post, I’ve had my first real travel experiences in the DR. It
was a great time and has definitely given me new enthusiasm for studying
abroad. A large group of students from our CIEE program took a 2-hour
bus ride to Sosúa to spend a day at the beach. I relaxed for a bit and went
swimming in the ocean, but then 4 of us continued on to Cabarete, a town
a bit farther down the coast. We had talked about this in advance and knew
we would have to find transportation, a hotel, food, and stuff to do (a
seemingly daunting task). However, thanks to some excellent planning (for
which I will take no credit), everything went off without a hitch. We safely
arrived in Cabarete, found a cheap hotel, took advantage of happy hour
specials, and ate at a delicious restaurant right by the beach. In the morning,
we quickly grabbed breakfast and headed over to the national park, where
we paid for a guided tour of the 3 caves there. It was incredible! There was
one cave that went about 40m underground and had a freshwater pool that
we swam in. One of the other caves had a pool that you could jump into
from a ledge maybe 12 feet up (sorry for doing dangerous stuff, Mom). We
returned to Santiago later that day, refreshed and victorious.
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CHILE

Kelsey Herbert
26/4/13
I am really happy. I have been abroad now for a little over two months and
am seriously so happy!!!! Kimberly says that I seem more alive here. She
told me that after only having been in Chile for two weeks. I think she is
right. I do not always feel like myself at Hope. I know when I feel really alive
but I also am very aware when I feel stifled. I feel refreshed in knowing that
when I feel down at Hope that it is not really me at my fullest. I have a lot of
life in me. Every single day in Chile has been full and a joy to live out. Part
of it is because everything is new. New places, new friends, new family, new
language, new, new, new. I think that has some to do with it. I also think that I
am taking advantage of everything and I have wonderful people with whom
to share these experiences. With SIT we have such unique opportunities
and encounter such diverse experiences. We spent about one and a half
months in Viña/Valpo with a few visits to Santiago, right now we are on
our “excursion” south in Temuco/Púcon, and in three days we will all be
off for our independent research projects in different places all around the
country. Currently, I am in my cabana that I am sharing with Kimberly, Sam,
and Andi in Púcon. We are sitting around our wood burning stove with our
wet rain jackets hanging above drying and all four of our wet hiking boots
below. We are listening to Bon Iver. I just wanted to share this little snippet
so my future self can look back and rest assured that I was truly happy
during my time in Chile studying abroad. God, you have answered every
prayer I asked before I left for Chile. Thank you a million times, thank you.
Thank you for coming here with me. I feel so alive.
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CHILE
Laura VanOss
First Days in Santiago
It is morning.
The beginning of September and the end of winter,
as if, when I wasn’t looking,
someone shook up the seasons in my carry-on bag
and dumped me out with them into the vast gray chill.
I don’t mind too much,
for the cups of tea are plentiful,
and where I come from the winters are whiter.
In this country you must go south for ice.
But this morning,
it is clear enough to see the mountains from my window
while I eat breakfast.
An orange,
half a sphere of sunshine on a red square plate.
If you want to keep your distance, they tell me,
speak in the formal tongue.
So I address the city like this:
peering into its trembling center
from a few familiar corners.
A little patience, there is time.
We will get to know each other.
I board the bus, count stops, get lost.
Learn to orient myself to the Andes.
Those giants that press the country
thin against the sea.
Breathe in: the smell of smoke and bread.
On a clear morning, you can see the mountains.
And you will be alright.
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CHILE
Kimberly Collins
The W, Torres del Paine, Patagonia • May 15-19 • 64 mi.
We drove in on probably the most blessedly beautiful day we could have
dreamed of, and the whole rest of the time we continued to truly strike gold
with the weather we had.
And the place. Truly, jaw-dropping beauty. Every which way we turned
looked like the view had been plucked out of a calendar or backpacking
magazine or Ansel Adams collection, and every time I looked at my friend
with the beauty behind her it startled me a little bit, like we didn’t belong
there. It felt like something we didn’t deserve, beauty we hadn’t earned,
too majestic for us to behold. Lakes of turquoise and sapphire, rippling and
glistening with their glacier-fresh, pure as it comes water that can go straight
from the ground to your mouth (literally I think the best water I’ve had in
my life). Pampas stretching and rolling with their golden grasses bending
and gleaming as the wind chased the sunlight through the fields. And the
mountains, oh mercy the mountains. Out of nowhere, sheer, mighty cliffs,
their imposing majestic peaks piercing the heavens, coated in white snow
against the sapphire sky, glowing pink in the sunset. I honestly think it might
be the most beautiful place I’ve ever been. It made me want to jump and
scream and run wild and free, but at the same time, to sit in silence and
reverence and bask in the gift it is to enter and rest in so beautiful and
untamed a place. We walked, we talked, we laughed, we scrambled, we
wandered, we panted, we marveled at the views, we walked some more. We
sang praises to God for the wonders he has made, joining our voices and
spirits with creations to offer what fragility and frailty is ours, that he might
make something beautiful out of us too. We treaded lightly and breathed
deeply all that we could, because truly, that place was holy. At least once a
day I stopped and thought to myself, “I can’t believe I get to live this life.”
We couldn’t have been more thrilled and blessed by this bountiful time,
wandering around one of the wildest and most beautiful places on earth.
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UNITED KINGDOM
Jordan Mejaly
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GERMANY
Shubham Sapkota
One of the things I valued a lot while being abroad was living independently
in Freiburg. I was housed with eight other German college students, and
getting to know them and where they were from was fascinating. At Hope
College, when I ask someone where they are from and they usually show
me the location on their palm, or give me the name of a nearby state, or
(since I am an international student from Nepal) I meet a few students
outside from the country. But being in that apartment, I lived with someone
from Japan who grew up in Germany, someone from India who was dating
a American guy, a college basketball player who was from the opposite side
of Germany, and a girl who was about to go to Thailand to finish off her
studies. When I think of the variety of people I met in my living space and in
my program, it makes me wonder what they are doing right now and where
they are. Maybe they think of me the same way as well.
In the end, studying abroad for a semester was one of the best choices I
made in my time at Hope. Currently, I am studying off-campus again and I
cannot wait to see how I feel by the end of this semester. Being comfortable
outside your normal comfort zone is a great feeling and I encourage
everyone at Hope to make use of the resources available.
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ITALY
Mary Kelso
A love letter to Siena (written during my last week abroad):
Siena, a lot has changed since that first mid-January morning. I take solitary
evening walks down familiar streets, give directions to an Italian tourist, and
shout a “ciao” to friends I see along the way. I greet the homeless man I
walk by every day and go across town for my favorite gelato on a sunny
afternoon before going home to spend time with my Italian family. Siena,
I love your pride. Your pride in your people and your history and your city.
Thank you for letting me become more than a foreigner. Thank you for
losing me on your winding streets, for filling my nose with sweet pastry
smells and my ears with the unspoiled Italian language and my arms with the
hugs of my host brother. Siena, thank you for your hills that I have learned
to appreciate. Those steep cobblestone streets ruined my shoes and hurt
my feet, but the views are incredible. You have to climb the hilltops to get
the good views.
These 4 months belong to you, Siena. And I’d like to think that another
4 months will belong to you someday. Or maybe 12 or 24 months. Soon
you shall send me away. And off I will go, with the habit of saying “ciao,”
with a few cheesy souvenirs, with a few extra pounds, with more memories
and pictures than I know what to do with, with expectations of top-notch
cheese and wine, and with a heart and soul that will never be the same.
Love,
Mary
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JORDAN
Osiris Morel
Studying aboard in Amman, Jordan was an incredible and unforgettable
opportunity. In Jordan I was able to enhance my language skills and grasp
a better understanding of the Middle Eastern culture. My most memorable
and best experience I had was living with a host family. I love to cook and
so did my host mom. Cooking bonded us and made is nearly inseparable.
Daily we would spend at least two hours in the kitchen cooking lunch and
dinner. She taught me how to cook some of the most delicious meals ever!
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TANZANIA
Alexandria Vandervest
Favorite Quotes
“Kupotea njia, ndio kujua njia “
– Kiswahili for “to lose the way is a way to know that way”
“If you worry, you die. If you do not worry, you die. Why worry? You shall
die anyways”
“Hakuna Matatizo”
– “It is no problem”
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SOUTH AFRICA
Emma Zagar
Connections and relationships never forgotten
A dream I was lost in
An endeavor I never thought could happen
Cape Town is where my sense of adventure was found
Interacting, exploring and dancing to the sound
Of drum beats in the heat; realizations, epiphanies
A feeling deep in my core of what could be
Bright colors, mountainous scenery and diversity
Surrounded by a difficult, tangible history
Memories made that stay gold for an eternity
I was receptive to something different
My perspective became expanded
From the minute that I landed
I experienced and engaged like I meant it
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SOUTH AFRICA
Mia Townsend
I have the nervous jitters brought on by my swiftly approaching graduation
date. Recently, I have reflected on how much my college experience
has been shaped by a single semester abroad. I spent the spring of my
sophomore year studying at the University of Cape Town. I lived with
18 other American study abroad students and took advantage of any
opportunity I was given to engage in the community around me.
Before arriving in Cape Town, much of my time was spent in field placements
for my Special Education major. I was a “part” of a few clubs on campus,
meaning I attended club meetings every so often and mostly spent time
in my dorm room getting to know others who lived within proximity of
me. I have always enjoyed traveling but I have never experienced living
in another country for an extended period of time. The following are just
some of the things I have learned from being a study abroad student in
Cape Town, South Africa.
1. My values and views do not reflect that of others.
2. Studying while abroad does not always mean spending your time in the
library.
3. Getting lost taught me to find myself.
4. It takes intentional time to begin to understand a place.
5. Developing friendships with locals as well as other foreigners will allow
you to learn more about a place than would have never been possible
otherwise.
6. Where you come from means something.
7. There is beauty in the unknown.
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SOUTH AFRICA
Samantha Poon
Wednesday 10 April 2013
9:05 – I run into friends in Leslie Social (the humanities academic building)
and stay to chat for a bit even though I’m running late for my debate team
prep. Very conscious of how late I am, I decide to get coffee anyways. The
priorities in life, bro. (How is it only 9 in the morning?!)
10:00 – Our debate begins. I am on the proposition side. We’re debating
religious fundamentalism and its link and causation for 9/11.
2:00 – I’m on campus for my last class of the day, Conflict in World
Politics.This is by far my favorite class; generally we will study a theory or a
concept and then apply it to a case study. So far we’ve studied the Rwandan
genocide (in terms of the Security Dilemma), the civil war in Zaire (in terms
of refugees) and 9/11 (in terms of asymmetrical warfare). We’re currently
studying the different types of soldiers and will be discussing their role in
Somalia.
4:00 – I arrive at Heaven’s Nest and we play with the children and read
them stories. It’s been so rewarding to form bonds with these kids. They all
recognize me, but quite a few still ask for my name every time I go. This
volunteer work has definitely been one of the more meaningful experiences
since I’ve been here. I’ll probably dedicate a blog post to it sometime later.
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NEW ZEALAND
Joy Hartman
I feel most at home in the kitchen of the Old Convent, where love flows
heavy. The smell of pumpkin, sweet potato soup lures me downstairs to
assist Emma is cutting red peppers or roasting walnuts. The music either
blares loudly or lulls serenely in the background of chatter. We work together
as a community to bake bread, prepare tomato sauce for homemade pizza,
or roast pears in honey for pear tart.
Being in the kitchen makes me feel like part of a big family, with chores to
do and cooking to achieve. I absorb innovative, sustainable ways to eat tasty
food from the affluence of various people with vast amounts of knowledge
in the preparation of our scrumptious sustenance. We’ve been taught by
our cook Emma, that the kitchen is a place to make mistakes. It’s a place to
laugh and talk and learn skills that we can proudly bring back home to our
mothers.
It’s not only a place of joy but also a place of rhythm. It’s a place that we
gather around, three times a day. We come to the kitchen to nourish our
bodies and commune with the quirky people that surround us. Here, I can
abide in gratefulness of the daily bread that our Father has offered us three
times, every single day.
It’s a place that reminds me how Jesus has intended us to live. He’s intended
us to live in relentless song, serving others, and in thanksgiving of the
blessings He’s presented to us. The rhythm of our lives should have our
Father at the center and the kitchen of the Old Convent in New Zealand is
a place that reminds me of His unending love.
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NEW ZEALAND
Kelsey Baker
On the 25th of April 2013, I discovered one of my favourite places in the
world. It was ANZAC day, a public holiday, in New Zealand. That meant…
NO SCHOOL! So, of course, a few friends and I piled into a car and
adventured across the beautiful South Island to the west coast.
Destination? The infamous MILFORD SOUND!
After driving for hours through the most beautiful mountains, hills, and
valleys we arrived at Milford Sound! And just in time for our cruise around
the Sound! Oh, it was glorious! In the Fiordlands, the mountains literally
plummet straight into the water and keep going down for a few thousand
metres! It had been raining (and still was raining), so along with the already
numerous waterfalls, there were hundreds of “temporary” waterfalls flowing
off the cliffs into the water. It looked like there should have been a giant
bowl on the top of the cliffs that was overflowing as if someone forgot to
turn the water off and the sink was overflowing. Water was just everywhere
and it was amazing!
After a bit of walking around the boat, snapping photos of every thing I
could, laughing and posing for photos with friends, I went inside the boat
to warm up with some complimentary tea and coffee. (One of the many
things I have come to love about New Zealand: the tea).
After a couple of hours in the ethereal Milford Sound, the wonderful cruise
came to and end. Before leaving this perfect place, I stopped to take it in
just one more time.
Milford Sound: a must-see and officially one of my favourite places. Just
looking at the layers of mountains, water, and clouds. I couldn’t have
imagined a more perfect afternoon!
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Where will you go?
Hope College students have access to
over 200 programs in over 60 countries
around the world!
Explore your options! Explore the World!

F R I E D I N T E R N AT I O N A L
CENTER

616.395.7605
hope.edu/beyondhope
studyabroad@hope.edu
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